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Deptt.:. Computer Science andEnginecri'lig· 

Sub No.: GS60078 Sub .Name: Complex, !\en\·,.,rk~ 

Instructions : 

.Answ~r .a.S mucd1 a,.s you can!· lt yo·u score x and :t 2::· ,Fl\:1 fhen you sco;r~ FM 
else you score x. 

No Glarifications! If yoti need to make· assumptions, 'ntake thf~m and dearly 
state them. 

1. Network .Analysis 

(a) If A he the·adjacehcy matrix'ofa:h.acycliG network, pruvt' that An·= 0, where n 
is the number of ·v:e1;~ices il}· the. ne.twotk. [3] 

(b} ,Find the 2-c.ores jn the;·~raph shown ip figvre L 
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Figtu:e 1: An undirected graph. 

( cj Find the closeness· centrality ofa node in the graph ihown .in figur~ 2~ [2] 



2. Random Graphs 

(a) Draw a network \\-~1 1 1 10 vertices in which the clustering coefliciem and tll\· "'"'Tall 
rate of conm•ct;Yltv (:.e .. the fraction of all possible edges in the m·twor], t har ;m· 
present) are h<,;!J 1•>\Y \Vhat network formation model would give rist· r .. :wt\YI)Jk,; 

with this propn1 \ ' [I 1 2 -' 3] 

...,.. ( ·I, , ) II A 
(b) A random graph lias t.he following degree distribution: Pk = nck 1) ( ~ 

(i) What is tile Jl'tmber of nodes in the graph? 

(ii) What is t lw C<JlllH'ction probability? 

(iii) What is t lw <':>::pee ted value of the average degree of this graph.;' .... 
[1 t l : 2- 4] 

(c) We can construct a random graph model of a network with high cln:-;tering as 
follows. \Ve talw n vertices and go through each distinct trio of t hn"e \\'rt ices. of 
which there are "C1. and with independent probability p connect the uwmhers of 
the trio together using three edges to form a triangle, where p = n. fc

2 
and c is a 

constant. 

(i) Find the expected number of triangles in the graph. 

(ii) Find the awrage degree of the graph. 

[2 l 3 = 5] 

(d) Suppose a generalized random graph has vertices with degrees 1, 2. and 3 only, 
with probabilitil's pl. p2, and p3 respectively. 

(i) Write down the generating functions Go(x) and G1 (x) where tlw notations 
refer to their usual meanings. 

{ii) Obtain the generating function for the distribution of the second neighbors. 

{iii) Find an expression involving pl, p2, and p3 that must be satisfied if there has 
to be a giant component in the graph. 

[1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10] 

3. Growth Models 

(a) Consider a growing network generated by the following algorithm. Start (at time 
t = 0) with a completely connected graph G with four nodes {one ''central", three 
"peripheral"). At each timestep, make three copies of G and call them Gcapy· 
Always keep G in the center while the GClJpy graphs surround G after they are 
created. Also at each timestep connect the peripheral nodes of each Gcapy graph 
newly created to the central node of G. Answer the following questions with respect 
to the resulting graph after timestep t. 

(i) How does the number of nodes increase as a function-oft? 

(ii) How does the number of edges increase as a function oft? 

{iii) How does the degree of the central node of G increase with t? How does its 
clustering coefficient change with t? 

(iv) Derive the degree sequence (i.e., what degrees are represented) and the degree 
distribution after time t. 

[2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 15] 
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(b) Consider a vari<tlll • / Ilw wrt('x copying model for constructing a citation network. 
I 

Initially, there il!T ;1 ~JIJall number of nodes present in the system. At each step, 
we introduce il!lu t !I\' :H·twrok d new node v and a single edge pointing out of it. 
With probabilitv .3. ! copies arl edge of a randomly selected vertex 11 and with 
probability (I ·· 3:. 1 < • ~~~~1ects itpelf to any vertex in the network chosen uniformly 
at random. Derin· r 1)(' rate equation and solve it to obtain the functional form of 

I 
the emergent in-dq.;,HT distribution Pk· [7] 

4. Small-World Graphs I 
(a) Consider the coni!l'ct t•d Cavemdn graph shown in figure 3. Calculate assuming 

that the total lllll!ill('r uf nodes fn the graph is n and the degree of each node in 
any of the cliques fro111 which this graph is built is k, 

. [ 
(i) The averagt; clustering coefficient of the nodes in the graph. 

(ii) The mean geodesic distance between a pair of nodes in the graph. 

[7 + 7 = 14] 

Figure 3: Connected Caveman graph. 

t: 

(b) Show that in Kleinberg's inverse r,th_power distribution model of small-world, the 
time spent by a message in a particluar phase of the decentralized algorithm is 
proportional to 128ln (6n) for a n:,x n square ~rid. (8] 

5. Processes 

(a) 

(b) 

Assuming uniform occupation probability q, derive the critical value of q for which 
a giant percolation cluster would ~merge in the network. [10] 

r 
I l. 

Consider the SIS model of epidemics. Suppose that !0 = 25%, a = 0.1 and 1 = 3. 
rl: 

Individuals recover from the disease in five time periods. 

(i) Write the equations describing' the SIS model with thes~ parameters. 

(ii) What is the steady state fraction of susceptible individuals? 

(ii) What is the steady state fraction of infected individuals? 

[3 + 2 + 2 = 7] 
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